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there is no vegetation to hold it, however, it is so light that it is quickly
blo\vn_away. AlongUie roads In 'tKeTIoess country the dust is stirred up*
oy the feet of horses and then blown away so that the roads become deep
trenches. In spite of its lightness the loess does not easily crumble. Its
thick, fine-grained masses can be cut like cheese. It sticks together so
well that houses can be excavated in it. Near the borders of the deserts
in northwestern China many peasants live in such houses dug in the
walls of the sunken streets.
Why Desert Lathes Are Salt. Aside from the dunes and the vege-
tation one of the most striking features of the desert is the lakes. Occa-
sionally they are beautiful, but ofteher they have flat muddy shores
crusted with white crystals., looking somewhat like tide flats and smell-
ing far worse. Desert lakes generally have no outlets and hence are
salt^. This is because both in deserts and elsewhere every stream con-
tains a little dissolved salt, although ordinarily this cannot be detected
except by chemical analysis. In desert lakes, as in the ocean., evaporation
removes the water without removing the salt, which in ordinary lakes
would escape with the water through the outlet. Hence all the salt that
is brought in by the streams remains in the lake, finally forming a strong
brine so heavy that the bather finds himself lifted from the bottom when
he walks out as far as his armpits. Woe betide him, in the Dead Sea,
for example, if he gets the stinging brine into his eyes or nose. The Dead
Seaiswell named, for there is practically no life in it. Great Salt Lake in
\Jt-ah ]s similar to the Dead Sea, but not quite so saline and far shallower-
Many great salt lakes have dried up, leaving their salt in solid layers, scores
or hundreds oi: iect thick, iii Central Asia such salt deposits cover
thousands of square miles. In Germany, as we have seen, far older ones,
deeply buried beneath later rocks, furnish supplies of potash and other
valuable minerals. In New York and Michigan similar old deposits are
mined for common salt.
Desert Vegetation
The vegetation of deserts varies from region to region as much as
does that of the forests. For example, on the borders of the Transcaspian
Desert-beyond the Caspian Sea and in parts of the Arabian Desert the
whole country seems to consist of nothing but bare sand Junes. Then
comes a heavy j-ain, and within a week or two the sand is covered with
a short, sweet growth of grass which makes it look as fertile as
Yet in a few more weeks the grass has ripened its seeds and gited
and soon the sand is blowing as freely as before.' farther out in
.desert Sere is very rarely any growth of grass, but the sand is dotted
here and tiiere with tough iittkbushcs 3 or 4 feet high whidx-sccm

